Model of academic publications and communications report generated on the basis of ORBi in view of the evaluation of ULg based individual or team dossiers

**Model C**

Validated by the Faculty of Law and Political Science.

* = Rubric specifications always mentioned in the report, even if no reference is present.

+++++++++++++++++

* Theses and Dissertations
  Post doctoral thesis
  Doctoral thesis
  Master dissertations

1) * Books as author or co-author

2) * Books chapters and contributions to collective works
   Contributions to collective works
   Contributions to encyclopedias, dictionaries...
   Prefaces, postfaces, glossaries...

3) * Contributions in scientific journals
   Articles
   Case briefs/Comments on statutes or statutory instruments
   Analysis of case law/Statutory reports
   Others

4) * Books as editor or director

5) * Oral communications or not published in scientific congresses and symposia (including posters)

6) * Expert and research reports

7) * Learning materials

8) Miscellaneous